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A schematic diagram of the rotating disk subjected to a stationary slider loading system; (b) Thermal boundary feedback control schema using an induction coil to heat the drive shaft. .2 Dynamic characteristics of the rotating disk using shaft temperature increments for the case of slider mass ms=0, disk air lift force χ=0 and slider spring initial deformation F=0. (a) Dynamic stability on the dimensionless disk rotational speed ζ -for shaft temperature increments ΘD, ζ-ΘD plane; (b) Stable region on ζ-ΘD plane; (c) Steady state amplitude a(0,3) on ζ-ΘD plane: radial position rP at slider radial center r0; (d) Steady state amplitude a(0,3) on ζ-ΘD plane: rP at disk outer edge a; (e) Eigenvalue and a(0,3) without temperature control: rP at disk outer edge a. Fig.3 Dynamic characteristics of the rotating disk using shaft temperature increments for the case of slider mass ms=0, disk air lift force χ=0.03 and slider spring initial deformation F=0. (a) Dynamic stability on the dimensionless disk rotational speed ζ -for shaft temperature increments ΘD, ζ-ΘD plane; (b) Stabilized region on ζ-ΘD plane; (c) Steady state amplitude a(0,3) on ζ-ΘD plane: radial position rP at slider radial center r0; (d) Steady state amplitude a(0,3) on ζ-ΘD plane: rP at disk outer edge a; (e) Eigenvalue and a(0,3) without temperature control; (f) Eigenvalue and a(0,3) under shaft temperature increment control ΘD(ζ). In (a-d), Red dotted line: the assigned shaft temperature increment control ΘD(ζ). In the lowest subplot of (e-f), black line a(0,3): rP at disk outer edge a. 
Fig.6
Dynamic characteristics of the rotating disk using shaft temperature increments for the case of slider mass ms=0.01, disk air lift force χ=0 and slider spring initial deformation F=0.02. Disk/slider configuration: Fig. 4(a) . ( Fig.7 Dynamic characteristics of the rotating disk using shaft temperature increments for the case of slider mass ms=0.01, disk air lift force χ=0.03 and slider spring initial deformation F=0.02. Disk/slider configuration: Fig. 4(a) . ( 
